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EDITORS NOTE: 
 

Our disconnection to nature becomes sadly apparent when faced with monumental 

global crisis’ such as the Corona Virus outbreak. As soon as something effects our own 

species, we sit up and pay attention.  

But what about the other species we have driven to extinction? Those species we have 

taken homes (habitats) away from, poisoned with pesticides and waste, introduced 

pathogens to and hunted out of existence? As long as it did not effect our species, we 

were okay with it (or at least accepting of it with a sort of fatalistic resignation) 

However, we may have missed the essential point here – we are not apart from the rest of 

nature, but a part of it. And nature has a way of delivering some extreme measures in an 

effort to maintain balance. When feral dog or jackal populations have outbreaks of rabies 

or distemper to control their numbers, we see it as something natural. Yes, when a disease 

breaks out among our own species (whose numbers are way out of control) we see it in a 

completely different light, as something … unnatural.  

What is apparent though is the positive impact the absence of people is having on the 

natural world around us. From the ozone layer that is slowly able to repair with the 

reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, to the birds frolicking happily in our back gardens, 

nature is heaving a big sigh of relief.  

At the FreeMe Wildlife centre, the huge reduction in human-wildlife impact cases is very 

obvious. Less wild animals are being negatively effected by anthropogenic factors, and 

so less patients are being admitted. So, while our doors still remain open to receive cases, 

and our staff still respond to call-outs, we are aware of the gentle shift in energy around 

us, the healing, restorative energy of the natural world in harmony… 
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ADMISSION STORIES: 

 
 

 
 

Two tiny Speckled Mousebird chicks started off the bird admissions for March and were 

joined later in the month by a tiny Sunbird chick, among all the usual dove and Hadeda 

babies. A Grey Crowned Crane chick added to the bird admissions after it was rescued 

by someone trying to sell it on a farm for R50! This brings the total admission of Grey 

Crowned Crane chicks to 5 this month. Sadly, most of these chicks died because they 

had been kept confined on incorrect diets that caused irreparable, fatal growth issues.   

 

Birds were not the only babies admitted and were joined during the month by 13 Southern 

African Pythons who were rescued after their mother had been killed. The baby snakes 

didn’t need to stay longer than their first moult before being sent off for release on a 

property where they will be able to lead natural lives.  

 

On the mammal’s side, a Common Reedbuck lamb with an injured tendon joined the 

growing antelope nursery crew, and a Little Free-tailed Bat joined the group of Cape 

Serotine Bats currently under care after it had been caught by a cat. These bats are 

called ‘free-tailed’ as the tail is not enclosed in a membrane joined to the wings as in 

some of the other bat species.  

ADMISSIONS: 

 BIRDS – 64                  RAPTORS – 4                  MAMMALS – 12                REPTILES – 15  

PROJECTS/RESEARCH: 

Owl/Bat box project – 6 Spotted Eagle Owl boxes were installed in March. Prey analysis from 

regurgitated owl pellets collected from some of the roosting and nesting sites is showing some 

interesting prey species recordings. 

Fountainhill Estate Raptor Surveys - the first of 4 annual surveys recording bird of prey 

populations was held on research and release site Fountainhill Estate, just outside of Wartburg.  

European Honey Buzzard Research – We assisted Dr Caroline Howes with collection of samples 

for her research on Honey Buzzards.   
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RELEASE STORIES: 

 

  
 

 
 

March has been very busy with releases, starting off with a problem porcupine trapped 

for destroying local gardens. We are now working closely with the Wild Tomorrow Fund in 

Zululand, where they are ‘re-habitating’ land, making these newly reclaimed areas 

perfect as release sites, and in the porcupine’s case, a perfect wild habitat with no 

gardens to tempt him. This first porcupine was joined later in March by another ‘problem’ 

porcupine, trapped by the authorities and given the all clear for release onto the Wild 

Tomorrow Fund property.  

 

The porcupines were not the only releases to take place in Zululand, but were joined by a 

Wahlberg’s Eagle which had recovered from a bout of Babesia (tick-bite fever) and a 

juvenile Bushbuck ram hand-raised till adulthood at FreeMe, and ready to become part 

of the Bushbuck reintroduction program in Zululand on the Mfuleni Reserve.  

 

Three of our Serval kittens, hand-raised wild over the past year, were also ready for release 

in March. The one was released at the Bend Country House and Nature Estate, another at 

Qambathi Mountain Lodge in the Kamberg area, and the third at Royal Natal in the Berg. 

Footage from a camera trap set up at Royal Natal has shown the Serval doing well in its 

new home.  

 

Closer to home an adult Rock Hyrax was released in the Dargle as part of the Rock Hyrax 

expansion project, and the hand-raised Red-billed Teal was released onto one of the 

dams at the Karkloof Conservancy. The Slender Mongoose and a Large Spotted Genet 

both hand-raised at FreeMe were released onto a conservancy in Hilton where they will 

receive supplementary feeding until they are self-sufficient in the wild.  

 

RELEASES: 

 BIRDS – 36               RAPTORS – 1                 MAMMALS – 14                  REPTILES – 16 
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A beautiful Southern African Python was taken through to Gwahumbe Game Lodge and 

Spa for release after it was trapped and removed from someone’s house. We also 

released a Nyala ewe, hand raised at FreeMe, and now fully grown, onto Gwahumbe, 

but not at the same place we released the python! 

 

OUTREACH AND EDUCATION: 

 

   
 

  

Crocworld Conservation Centre in Scottburgh is often a drop off point for injured wildlife, 

particularly birds of prey. Our team went to join theirs to do some training on basic first aid 

stabilization for compromised birds of prey. This training will help better prepare the 

Crocworld team for receiving injured raptors.  

 

We were also invited to Selborne Golf Estate to the Selborne Supper Club to give a talk on 

the work that FreeMe Wildlife does. Following this we presented at the BirdLife Kwazulu-

Natal Forum Meeting held in Amber Valley on the different parasite cases encountered in 

our birds.  

 

On the kids outreach side, we held our first Kids Bush Camp for the year at Fountainhill 

Estate (before the Corona shut down) which the kids absolutely loved. At the Siyabonga 

Helping Hands Centres in Esigodeni and Imbali, the enviro clubs continued with their 

various levels of the Biodiversity Program. Those learners doing level 3 of the program 

covered the subject of ‘Beautiful Birds’ during March. 

THANK YOUS: 

Urban68 – for raising funds for FreeMe through the sales of their ‘FreeMe Pizza’ 

Pam Curtis from BushQuip – for the donation of new antelope capture hoods.  

COURSES/EVENTS: 

ALL COURSES, INSIGHTS AND EVENTS ARE CANCELLED UNTIL 

FURTHER NOTICE 


